• Paradigmatic information: the surface realizations of different morphemes in combination.
-Requires knowledge of morpheme identity. • Phonotactic information consists of the observed inventory of surface forms.
• Paradigmatic information is necessary for learning.
• Morphemic contrasts are useful for determining underlying values for alternating features.
• Morphemic alternations are useful for determining non-phonotactic ranking information.
8
A System For Illustration
• Words: root + suffix -Both roots and suffixes are monosyllabic.
• Each syllable has two underlying features:
-Vowel length: long (+) or short (-) -Main stress: stressed (+) or unstressed (-) • Example surface words: (McCarthy & Prince 1993 , 1995 Rosenthall 1994; Prince 1990) Analytic Assumptions I
• Faithfulness: only Ident constraints.
• No covert restrictions on the Ident constraints.
-Bans ID-LOW(long): preserve length in underlyingly low vowels.
• Consequence: every grammatical surface form maps to itself. Analytic Assumptions II
• Learners "determine" morphological constituency, and then learn from the paradigmatic information.
-In reality, morpheme discovery and phonological learning almost certainly happen together.
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The Road Map
• Ident: the most fundamental kind of faithfulness.
-Understanding other faith constraints will likely build off of an understanding Ident constraints.
• To figure out how children simultaneously identify morphemes and learn phonologies:
-we must build on an increased understanding of the relationships between morpheme identity, lexical underlying forms, and phonological mappings.
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Phonotactic Learning
• Early stage of learning.
• Treat each word separately, and assume an input that is identical to the output (Prince & Tesar 2004 , Hayes 2004 Getting Started
• Given the analytic assumptions, if a feature of a morpheme does not alternate, it can be safely set underlyingly to match its surface realization.
-If faithfulness to the underlying value plays a role in determining the surface value, the underlying value must match the surface value. -If faithfulness to the underlying value doesn't play a role in determining the surface value, the underlying value doesn't matter. • An unset feature will ultimately be set by the learner to one of the possible values of the feature.
-e.g., '+' or '-' for both stress and length.
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Limited Information
• Setting non-alternating features is useful, but won't give us non-faithful mappings.
• We need to set the underlying values of some alternating features to achieve non-faithful mappings.
-If a feature alternates, it must be unfaithfully mapped somewhere.
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Inconsistency Detection
• How can we test hypothesized underlying forms?
• Inconsistency detection: searching for a working ranking for a given combination of hypothesized UFs (Tesar 2004a ).
• If no available ranking works, that combination of UFs must not be correct (Kager 1999; Tesar et. al. 2003 ).
-Other ranking information can limit available rankings. -Using inconsistency detection.
• But this won't work when the relevant ranking information isn't phonotactically apparent.
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Morphemic Alternations?
• r1 alternates in stress.
-r1s1: páka -r1s2: paká -r1s3: paká:
• Testing r1 in these environments won't determine the underlying value of its stress feature.
-Currently: s1 /-,-/ s2 /?,-/ s3 /?,+/ -/+-stress, +-long/
• Alternation information for r1 is insufficient. • The learner lacks key ranking information.
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Contrast Pairs
• A pair of surface-distinct words differing in only one morpheme (Tesar 2004b; Alderete et al 2005) .
-r1+s2 paká -r3+s2 páka -r1 and r3 in the morphological environment s2.
• The surface difference cannot be due to the UFs of any of the environment morphemes.
-Each environment morpheme must have the same underlying form in both words.
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Underlying Stress For r1
• r1s2 with r3s2 • The contrast pair determined that r1 is -stress.
• s2 must have a single UF for both words.
-We haven't determined the UF for s2 (yet). -Whatever it is, it can't account for the contrast between the words.
• Processing r1s2 with r3s2 accomplishes what couldn't be done with:
-any single form.
-the morphemic alternation information for r1. 35 We've Cracked the Problem Open
• The underlying form of r1 is /pa/ {-stress, -long}.
• Now we can look for other environments in which the stress feature of r1 is not realized faithfully.
-by using morphemic alternation information!
• r1s1: /pa+ka/ páka -The learner now has complete UFs for r1 and s1. -r1's stress is unfaithfully mapped in r1s1. • Inconsistency detection will now set the correct underlying feature values for r2 and s3.
-The incorrect values run afoul of ML ≫ MR.
• Contrast information cannot set the stress feature for s3 in the absence of the new ranking info.
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More Ranking Information • s3's stress feature could be set using r2s3 because it is crucially preserved via faithfulness.
-r2s3 /pa:ká:/ paká:
• The learner can now use alternation information to find a form in which stress for s3 is not faithfully mapped. 
